Avidia Bank CIP Review Process
Frequently Asked Questions (FAQ)
What is sent to a participant if they fail the Consumer Identification Process (CIP)?
A notice is sent to the applicant informing them of the need for additional information. Alegeus prefers to send
the request to the participant via email but if no email is provided a paper notice will be mailed to the address
provided.
Who is sending the request?
The Alegeus Bank Operations Specialist will send the notice to the applicant’s affected on behalf of Avidia Bank.
What is the email address this is coming from?
The email address used for Avidia Bank is (hsa@avidiahealthcaresolutions.com).
How does the participant send the requested documentation? Can they email, fax or do they have to mail a
hard copy?
Applicants can use any of the following methods (fax, mail, or email) however, due to the nature of the
information being sent Alegeus does not recommend sending any personal identifiable information such as SSN,
DOB or name and address in an unsecure email. All copies of documentation needs to be clear and in color.
Documentation can be faxed to the following fax lines: toll Free: (844) 560-6760; or local Massachusetts number
(978) 364-5089. Documentation can be mailed to Avidia Bank at PO Box 540606, Waltham, MA 02454.
The email that goes out requests 5 different pieces of documentation, does the applicant need to send all 5 or
will just one piece suffice?
It depends on the reason for failure, if HealthSpace says they were not able to find any records for the applicant
we would need everything but if they only failed for address then we would only request any 2 documents to
support the address information. More detailed information is shown below.
What types of documentation are allowed in order to support someone’s identify?
The applicant, if requested will need to submit the following:
1. Proof of Identification:
 State issued driver’s licenses (temporary/paper versions are unacceptable)
 State issued non-driver or identification card
 U.S. issued passport
 Other government-issued document evidencing nationality or residence and bearing a
photograph or similar safeguard to the extent allowed by law or regulation.
2. Proof of SSN number
 Color copy of original SSN card
3. Proof of Address
 Copy of recent utility bill
 Copy of current residential lease agreement
 Copy of current mortgage bill or statement
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Are there multiple notices sent out to consumers who do not respond to the request for additional
information?
The following lists the additional requests that are made and their timeline.
 1st notice – Issued 1-2 business days after failure is received
 2nd Notice - After 15 Business days of no receipt a follow up communication is sent requesting the
additional information
 3rd final Notice - After 30 business days of no receipt, a follow up communication is sent informing
the applicant to re-apply
What is the timeline around when the request is sent?
The request for additional documentation would be sent within 24-48 hours after failing the CIP automated
review.
How long from when the documentation is received by Alegeus is it processed?
Once the additional documentation is received the application would be processed within 24-48 hours.
Will the TPA be notified the account is on hold?
No, typically, the account is placed in pending status and the TPA can run the CIP aging report or the HSA
Account Detail Report both of which would provide the status of the HSA account.
Can the TPA submit the requested documentation on behalf of the participant?
Yes, the TPA can submit copies of the required documentation that they have on file, however, the TPA is taking
on the liability of the validity of the documents and Alegeus will not be responsible for any fallout from accounts
being opened as a result of the documents provided by a TPA.
What happens if the TPA enters the incorrect information, DOB or address? Can they just update the system
or do they need to notify us? Will the requested documentation still be required?
If a TPA realizes they entered the incorrect information, they should update the information then contact
Alegeus or their Bank Partner to have the CIP review manually run through HealthSpace. The TPA can email the
team at hsa@avidiahealthcaresolutions.com.
Who does the TPA call when they have questions on a specific account in question, Alegeus or Avidia?
The TPA should call their Alegeus Service Delivery Manager for all escalated issues on accounts but they should
reach out to the Avidia Bank customer service line for all day-to-day questions on applications. The number for
the customer service team is 855-472-9399.
Where can the TPA see why the consumer failed the IDV process in order to assist in expediting a resolution?
Depending on the profile of the person reviewing the account, the Product Partner Account Details screen will
show the IDV Failure Reason which details the specific reason for the failure.
What does OPFAC and CIP mean?

When new HSA applications go through the application process to open a new HSA account, some
records will be flagged because they match information found on an OFAC list or they will fail the CIP
review (IDV).
Definitions:
OFAC = Office of Foreign Asset Controls
CIP = Consumer Identity Process
IDV = Identity Verification
What happens if someone shows up on an OFAC list?
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The Bank Operations team runs a report from HealthSpace showing the details of the
OFAC report and it is sent for further review and approval.
Who monitors the applications that fail CIP or are flagged for OFAC review?

The Alegeus Bank Operations team reviews a daily queue of applications that are pending and takes
the appropriate action outlined by Avidia Bank/
What is HealthSpace?
HealthSpace is a program designed to connect to the federal watch lists to compare identify of new banking
customers to specific lists created to identify people who are at risk for money laundering, bank fraud and
terrorism.
If an employee shows up on an OFAC report, does that mean they are a terrorist?
If an employee’s information matches a name on an OFAC report, it does not mean the employee is a suspected
terrorist, it simply means that the information provided for that employee matches information of someone on
an OFAC list and needs additional scrutiny before an account can be opened.
Can a consumer show up on an OFAC report in error?
Because information being matched to an OFAC report is general information, there are times when information
matches but it turns out the match is a false positive. The Bank has tools available to them to vet these matches
to ensure that consumer’s information is fully confirmed.
How can I tell if a consumer is pending further review of their identity?
The status can be seen in WCA under “Benefits Accounts” and in the section called “Product Partner Account
Details”.
What happens if a consumer fails the IDV process?
Consumers who fail the IDV process are notified by Alegeus Bank Operations by way of a notice explaining the
process and outlining what documentation is necessary to confirm their identity.
What is the timing of when the application is received to when the notice goes out to the consumer?
Once an application is received the system runs the IDV and OFAC check immediately. All failures are reviewed
by the Alegeus Bank Operations team each day and notices are sent to consumers within 24 hours of review.
How does a consumer send in their documentation to confirm their identity once requested?
Consumers can fax, email or mail their requests to Avidia Bank via Alegeus Bank Operations. The fax numbers
are either 844-6
If a consumer is denied for failing to provide information to confirm their identity, can they reapply for an
account at a later date?
If a consumer is denied, they will be notified if they are allowed to reapply for an HSA account in the future.
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